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Effective for Whom? Ethnic Identity and Nonviolent Resistance
DEVORAH MANEKIN Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel

TAMAR MITTS Columbia University, United States

A growing literature finds that nonviolence is more successful than violence in effecting political
change. We suggest that a focus on this association is incomplete, because it obscures the crucial
influence of ethnic identity on campaign outcomes. We argue that because of prevalent negative

stereotypes associating minority ethnic groups with violence, such groups are perceived asmore violent even
when resisting nonviolently, increasing support for their repression and ultimately hampering campaign
success. We show that, cross-nationally, the effect of nonviolence on outcomes is significantly moderated by
ethnicity, with nonviolence increasing success only for dominant groups. We then test our argument using
two experiments in theUnited States and Israel. Study 1 finds that nonviolent resistance by ethnicminorities is
perceived as more violent and requiring more policing than identical resistance by majorities. Study
2 replicates and extends the results, leveraging the wave of racial justice protests across the US in June
2020 to find that white participants are perceived as less violent than Black participants when protesting for
the same goals. These findings highlight the importance of ethnic identity in shaping campaign perceptions
and outcomes, underscoring the obstacles that widespread biases pose to nonviolent mobilization.

INTRODUCTION

I n recent years, the world’s attention was gripped by
mass protest movements agitating for social and
political change. From the Arab Spring to Black

LivesMatter to the YellowVests, large crowdsmobilized
to demand greater representation, equality, and social
justice. Inspired by such events, scholars of conflict pro-
cesses have turned to the systematic analysis of the
determinants and consequences of nonviolent resistance
(Chenoweth and Cunningham 2013; Chenoweth and
Stephan 2011; Nepstad 2011). The central, oft-cited find-
ing of this literature is that nonviolent campaigns are far
more effective than violent campaigns in achieving their
stated goals (Chenoweth, Pinckney, and Lewis 2018;
Chenoweth and Stephan 2011). The primary explanation
for this finding is that nonviolent campaigns possess what
Chenoweth and Stephan (2011, 24) call a “participation
advantage”—barriers to mass participation in nonviolent
resistance are much lower, leading to larger and more
resilient movements, making opposition more costly and,
consequently, increasing their likelihood of success. The
policy implications of this finding are significant: if non-
violence is a far more effective means of social and
political change, then reduction in violence becomes not
only a moral choice but a strategic imperative.
Yet a closer look at the data used to produce these

findings reveals that nonviolent resistance is not equally
effective for everyone. Figure 1 presents our results

whenwe replicate the analysis in Chenoweth and Lewis
(2013), adding one additional variable, ethnic group
identity, and interacting it with campaign tactic (violent
vs. nonviolent). Drawing on the Ethnic Power Rela-
tions (EPR) dataset (Vogt et al. 2015), we use two
alternative indicators to measure ethnic group identity:
group political status (included vs. excluded), shown in
Panel A, and group size (majority vs. minority), shown
in Panel B.1 The figure shows that the effectiveness of
nonviolent resistance crucially depends on group eth-
nicity, with minority/disadvantaged ethnic groups far
less likely than majority/dominant groups to success-
fully achieve their goals using nonviolent campaigns.2
Though a shift to nonviolence provides a large advan-
tage tomajority groups, for minority groups violent and
nonviolent strategies have similarly low likelihoods of
success. These patterns pose an important challenge to
the growing empirical literature on the strategic bene-
fits of nonviolence in mass mobilization. Our findings
suggest that these benefits may not accrue to some
groups, raising a major empirical puzzle: for whom is
nonviolence more effective, and why?

The answer, we argue, lies in the important but
understudied role of ethnic group identity in shaping
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1 The figure draws on data from the Nonviolent and Violent Cam-
paignOutcomes (NAVCO) 2.0 dataset (Chenoweth and Lewis 2013)
and the Ethnic Power Relations (EPR) dataset (Vogt et al. 2015),
recently combined by Thurber (2018). A campaign is defined as
successful if it achieved all of its stated goals within a year of the
peak of its activities (Chenoweth and Lewis 2013). Data includes
information on the social and political status of 220 groups involved in
violent and nonviolent resistance in 110 countries between 1946 and
2006. See Section 2 of the SI for a full description of data, measure-
ment, and model specifications.
2 For convenience, we use the term “minority ethnic groups”
throughout this article. Our argument pertains to disparities in
power, which are often but not always reflected in group size.
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public perceptions of nonviolent resistance. Drawing
on an extensive literature on negative racial and ethnic
stereotyping in social psychology, which finds that
members of minority ethnic groups are often associated
with violence and threat, we argue that when such
groups engage in nonviolent resistance, they may
nevertheless be perceived by observers as more violent
than their dominant-group counterparts, thereby alien-
ating audiences rather thanmobilizing them and under-
mining what is posited to be the key advantage of
nonviolent campaigns—their attraction of widespread
participation. Consequently, the ability of minority
groups to capitalize on the theorized benefits of non-
violence is reduced, raising questions about the avail-
ability of nonviolent resistance strategies to
disadvantaged groups and suggesting caution regarding
general, optimistic claims as to their efficacy.
Yet despite the important implications of this argu-

ment, it has not yet been examined directly. The
literature on the effects of race and ethnicity on pol-
itical and criminal justice outcomes is vast, but its
insights have rarely been engaged in the recent empir-
ical literature on nonviolent campaigns and civil resist-
ance. A recent exception is Pischedda (2020), who,
consistent with the argument here, shows that when
nonviolent challengers belong to a different ethnic
group than the incumbent regime, they are far less
likely to succeed. Similarly, Svensson and Lindgren
(2011) find that, in nondemocracies, unarmed insur-
rections are less likely to succeed when the insurgent
movement’s ethnic identity differs from the govern-
ment’s, or when a state is ethnically polarized. These
studies highlight the important role of ethnicity in
contributing to campaign outcomes. However, they

focus on structural ethnic cleavages rather than ethnic
power hierarchies and do not show the conditional
effect of tactics on outcomes, focusing on nonviolent
campaigns instead. More directly related to our study
is Thurber (2018), who finds that politically excluded
and small ethnic groups are less likely to initiate
nonviolent campaigns due to pessimism about their
ability to attract mass participation or induce elite
defections. While the theoretical logic is related, that
study examines campaign onset rather than campaign
effectiveness. More generally, these studies rely on
analysis of cross-national observational data, and so
have not been able to provide direct evidence of a
negative stereotyping mechanism that could inhibit
the success of nonviolent campaigns by minority
groups.

The core finding in Figure 1, showing that the effects
of campaign tactics on outcomes depend crucially on
ethnic power hierarchies, motivates our study. Pro-
ceeding from this observation, we present and test
our argument that nonviolent resistance by minority
or disadvantaged ethnic groups is perceived by the
observing public as more violent and requiring more
repression than nonviolent resistance by majority or
dominant groups. We draw on two experimental stud-
ies in the United States and Israel, conducted in very
different circumstances in terms of the salience of racial
and ethnic protests. In Study 1, conducted in early 2019,
we presented respondents with a hypothetical protest
vignette and manipulated two of its features: protester
identity and protest tactic. In the US, we randomized
whether the protesters were Black or white, and in
Israel, we randomized whether they were Arab Pales-
tinian citizens of Israel, Jewish Israelis of Ethiopian

FIGURE 1. Probability of Campaign Success by Ethnic Group Identity and Tactic
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Note: The figure plots the probability of success of violent and nonviolent campaigns by group status and size (see footnote 1 for description
of data).
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origin, or white Israeli Jews.3 In both settings, we
randomized three tactic levels: marching in the streets,
marching and blocking traffic, and destroying property.
Study 2 was conducted over a year later, in June 2020,

during the wave of racial justice protests that swept
across the United States following the police murder of
George Floyd. This protest wave allowed us to test
whether group identity affects perceptions of protesters
even when they mobilize around the same goals.
Extending Study 1, Study 2 focuses on nondisruptive
tactics only (marching in the streets) and in addition to
protester identity randomizes two additional factors: the
goals of the protest (against racism and police brutality
or against layoffs) and whether or not protesters expli-
citly state their commitment to nonviolence.
We find a strikingly similar pattern for all groups

examined. Results from Study 1 show that when pro-
testers are depicted as violent (destroying police cars or
garbage cans), their ethnic identity has no significant
effect on audience perceptions. However, when tactics
are peaceful, minority protesters, whether African
American, Ethiopian Israeli, or Arab Israeli, are per-
ceived asmore violent and requiringmore police action
than members of the majority group. Study 2 replicates
these results, finding strong and significant negative
effects when minorities mobilize against racism and
police brutality issues and, in Israel, also when minor-
ities mobilize around general issues, such as protesting
layoffs. It further finds that emphasizing protester com-
mitment to nonviolence has a positive influence on
public perceptions, but this effect applies mostly to
majority groups. Taken together, these findings under-
score how the mobilizing power of nonviolence varies
considerably by group identity.
In both studies we also empirically investigate our

proposed mechanism—namely, that negative stereo-
typing drives disparate attitudes toward minority and
majority protesters. After asking respondents whether
they approve or disapprove of the way the protesters
expressed their concerns, we asked them to explain
their decision in an open-ended format. This technique
has two advantages: First, it allows respondents to
explicitly state the mechanism driving their choice in
their own words. Second, we believe it presents advan-
tages in terms of social desirability bias, notoriously
challenging in the measurement of racial prejudice
(Huddy and Feldman 2009). The open ended-format
is less direct than a specific close-ended one, yet it
arguably allows for more “authentic” associative
reasoning. Using both qualitative and automated text
analysis to study these responses, we find that attitudes
toward nonviolent protests by minority and majority
groups are associated with significantly different
descriptions, which generally attribute violence to
minorities. This revealing evidence provides additional
support for our argument.

Our findings contribute most directly to the rapidly
growing empirical literature on nonviolent resistance
(Braithwaite and Braithwaite 2018; Chenoweth and
Cunningham 2013; Chenoweth and Stephan 2011).
Recent studies in this field have highlighted various
factors that are linked with the onset of nonviolent
campaigns (Chenoweth and Ulfelder 2017), govern-
ment responses to them (Chenoweth, Perkoski, and
Kang 2017), and their effectiveness (Celestino and
Gleditsch 2013; Chenoweth and Stephan 2011). We
contribute to this literature by focusing on the mod-
erating role of ethnic identity in shaping perceptions
and effectiveness of nonviolent resistance. In line with
recent calls to disaggregate the study of nonviolent
campaigns (Braithwaite and Braithwaite 2018), we
turn to the micro level for causal leverage, employing
an experimental design that allows us to isolate the
effects of ethnic identity while ruling out potential
confounders.

The findings in this article also contribute to the
literature on ethnic conflict more broadly, by revealing
an important contrast between violent and nonviolent
ethnic mobilization. Scholars of civil war have found
that ethnic groups are more likely to initiate civil
conflict than other types of groups (Blattman and
Miguel 2010; Denny and Walter 2014). Denny and
Walter (2014) attribute this pattern to the greater ease
with which ethnic-based rebel groups are able tomobil-
ize support and maintain cohesion by drawing on
shared ties with their coethnics. Yet while in-group ties
can facilitate violent mobilization, nonviolent mobiliza-
tion is more likely to be sustained and succeed through
mass, cross-cutting support, creating challenges for
activists seeking to address ethnic grievances.

Our findings also add to a literature on the political
consequences of negative stereotyping and prejudice.
This literature builds on extensive research in social
psychology, which has for decades documented a
stereotype of Black Americans as associated with vio-
lence and crime (e.g., Eberhardt et al. 2004). Lab
experiments have shown, for example, that Black
people are perceived as more violent or threatening
than whites when perpetrating the same mildly aggres-
sive behavior (Duncan 1976) and that they are more
likely to be shot at (and shot faster) in shoot/don’t shoot
simulations (Correll et al. 2002). Political scientists
have drawn on such findings to examine how racial
stereotypes affect outcomes such as support for polit-
ical candidates (Krupnikov, Piston, and Bauer 2016;
Weaver 2012) and attitudes toward policies on crime,
welfare, and education (Feldman and Huddy 2005;
Gilens 1996; Peffley and Hurwitz 2002). We expand
this literature to the domain of nonviolent resistance, a
particularly pressing issue for both scholars and activ-
ists, and add a comparative case to the existing focus on
the United States.

Finally, our results point to the importance of ana-
lyzing public opinion as a mechanism for the effective-
ness of nonviolent mobilization (see alsoWasow 2020).
AsDavenport,McDermott, andArmstrong (2018, 169)
observe, “the narratives that emerge from contentious
events can profoundly influence future notions of what

3 We use “white Israeli Jews” as shorthand to indicate Israeli Jews
who are not of Ethiopian origin. However, we note that this category
includes Ashkenazi (mostly of European descent) and Mizrahi
(mostly of Middle Eastern and North African descent) Jews.
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is acceptable and what is not, as well as of who should
be held accountable for what transgressions and how.”
The implicit or explicit influence of ethnic identity on
public perceptions of nonviolent campaigns can thus
have a far-reaching effect on the movement’s ability to
mobilize support and, ultimately, on its likelihood of
successfully achieving its goals.

PROTESTER IDENTITY AND NONVIOLENT
RESISTANCE

Until recently, the study of nonviolent resistance had
largely been neglected by conflict scholars. As Cheno-
weth and Cunningham (2013, 272) observe, scholarship
on nonviolent struggle tended to be “primarily applied,
descriptive, or normative” rather than empirical. In
recent years, however, a wave of empirical research
has emerged on nonviolent strategies (see Nepstad
2015; Schock 2013 for reviews). An important finding
from this research, based on the pathbreaking work of
Chenoweth and Stephan (2011), is that nonviolent
campaigns are far more likely than violent ones to
succeed in achieving their goals. This effectiveness is
posited to be a consequence of the increased appeal of
nonviolent campaigns, which engenders a participation
advantage: nonviolent resistance, the logic goes,
attracts more domestic and international support, win-
ning over bystanders and causing defections among
status quo supporters (Chenoweth and Stephan 2011,
2014).
Though much of the work in this area has relied on

aggregate, cross-national data and therefore could not
provide direct evidence for this mobilization mechan-
ism, recent experimental work has generated a wealth
of evidence in a range of empirical contexts (Arves,
Cunningham, and McCulloch 2019; Feinberg, Willer,
and Kovacheff 2020). Huff and Kruszewska (2016), for
example, conduct a survey experiment in Poland and
find that respondents are less supportive of government
negotiations with groups that bomb government build-
ings than groups that employ nonviolent tactics. Simp-
son, Willer, and Feinberg (2018) find that the use of
violent protests by otherwise popular groups (antiracist
protests against white nationalists) reduces their public
support and increases support for their opponents.
Muñoz and Anduiza (2019) find that violent riots
reduced support for the Spanish 15-M movement, pri-
marily among those whowere not core supporters. This
growing body of work provides compelling support for
the mobilizing effects of nonviolence, widely con-
sidered to be the keymechanism underlying the success
of nonviolent campaigns.
Yet while the average effects of nonviolent protests

on public attitudes are important, we argue that a focus
on average effects obscures the important moderating
role of group identity. Minority and disadvantaged
ethnic groups often contend with biases and negative
stereotypes that can limit their ability to attract public
support, even through nonviolent means. Though the
content of particular group stereotypes is context spe-
cific, a large literature suggests that numerous

disadvantaged ethnic groups are stereotyped as violent
or criminal (cf. Stewart et al. 2015). We focus on such
stereotypes here.

The Effect of Ethnic Identity on Perceptions of
Protester Violence

Though nonviolence is generally viewed in the empir-
ical literature as a stable, objective category, a large
literature suggests that perceptions of violence vary by
identity group due to negative stereotyping. In the
United States, for example, numerous studies have
identified a prevalent automatic stereotype associat-
ing Black Americans with violence and criminality
(Devine and Elliot 1995; Johnson and King 2017).
Lab experiments show that individuals are more likely
to misidentify benign objects as weapons and shoot
suspects when primed to think of Black people
(Correll et al. 2002; Greenwald, Oakes, and Hoffman
2003; Payne 2001). Outside the lab, Peffley and Hur-
witz (1998) find, using nationally representative sur-
vey data, that one in two Americans agree that most
Black people are aggressive. Survey data show that
prejudiced attitudes remain prevalent two decades
later (Hutchings 2009; Kinder and Ryan 2017; Yadon
and Piston 2019).

Negative stereotypes in the United States are not
limited to African Americans. A number of studies
have identified a stereotype of Muslims and Muslim
Americans as violent and untrustworthy (D’Orazio and
Salehyan 2018; Sides and Gross 2013), and there is
some evidence that Latino men are also stereotypically
associated with violence and criminality (Welch et al.
2011). Relatedly, Timberlake and Williams (2012) find
that immigrants fromMiddle Eastern and LatinAmeri-
can countries are rated as significantly more violent
than immigrants from European and Asian countries.

Prejudice and negative stereotypes of minority eth-
nic groups extend, of course, far beyond the US (Dixon
and Telles 2017; Pettigrew 1998). In the European
context, much of the research has focused on analyzing
public opinion toward immigrants, documenting vari-
ous stereotypes associated with different groups
(Hellwig and Sinno 2017). A number of studies, for
example, find that anti-Muslim prejudice in Europe is
significantly higher than prejudice against other for-
eigners or immigrants (Adida, Laitin, and Valfort 2016;
Spruyt and van der Noll 2017; Strabac and Listhaug
2008). And in Latin America, studies have found evi-
dence for negative stereotypes of Black people
(Lehmann et al. 2020; Peña, Sidanius, and Sawyer
2004).

Returning to nonviolent resistance, we build on the
large literature documenting the pervasiveness of nega-
tive stereotypes associating minority and disadvan-
taged ethnic groups with violence and hostility to
formulate the following hypothesis:

H1: Nonviolent protests by members of minority ethnic
groups are perceived as more violent than identical
protests by members of majority ethnic groups.
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The Effect of Ethnic Identity on Punitive
Attitudes Toward Protesters

Weexpect the ethnic identity of protesters to also affect
support for state repression. An extensive literature
links stereotypes of minority groups as violent and
criminal with support for more punitive policies (see
Unnever 2014, for a review). In the US, research finds
that beliefs about race are the “single largest and most
consistent predictor of crime policy preferences”
(Lerman and Weaver 2014, 52), with majority whites
more supportive of punitive justice policies than racial
and ethnic minorities (Bobo and Johnson 2004) and
racial animus consistently associated with support for
harsher criminal justice measures (e.g., Peffley and
Hurwitz 2002). Much of this work builds on group-
based threat theories, which posit that the association
between subordinate groups and criminality is a power-
fulmeans ofmaintaining dominant group power, allow-
ing dominant group members to justify harsh policies
that primarily target minority groups by claiming they
are necessary to protect the innocent (Unnever 2014).4
A link between racial and ethnic animus and punitive
attitudes has also been documented in Europe,
Canada, Japan (Ousey and Unnever 2012; Unnever
and Cullen 2010; Unnever, Cullen, and Jonson 2008),
and Latin America (Lehmann et al. 2020).
Of particular interest here is the study of public

attitudes toward policing. In the United States, there
is a substantial and growing race gap in opinions of the
police (Weitzer 2017). Studies show that race is a
significant predictor of support for police use of force
(Thompson and Lee 2004) and that racial prejudice
among whites is associated with increased support for
such force (Carter and Corra 2016; Johnson and Kuhns
2009). Conversely, African Americans and, to a lesser
extent, Latinos, are more likely to hold negative opin-
ions of the police than whites (Weitzer 2014) and to
believe that police use excessive force frequently
(Weitzer and Tuch 2004). These attitudes reflect real-
life disparities: Black Americans are significantly more
likely than whites to be stopped by the police, searched,
and arrested (Braga, Brunson, and Drakulich 2019;
Knox, Lowe, and Mummolo 2020).
Though less studied, racial and ethnic identity also

matters for protest policing. In one of the few excep-
tions, Davenport, Soule, andArmstrong (2011) analyze
data on more than 15,000 protest events, finding that
African American protests are more likely to involve
police and that police are more likely to make arrests
and use violence, though these effects vary over time.
Moving beyond the US, the growing literature on
repression of nonviolent protest has also largely neg-
lected ethnic identity. A recent review of this literature
highlights the broad finding that nonviolent dissent is
likely to lead to less intense repression than violent

dissent, but the question of whether and how ethnic
power hierarchies affect these dynamics is not raised
(Chenoweth, Perkoski, and Kang 2017). A handful of
very recent studies have begun to uncover how ethnic
exclusion can affect repression dynamics (Hendrix and
Salehyan 2019) and, in turn, the tactics of protesters
(Rørbæk 2019).

Even less research addresses how the ethnic identity
of protesters affects pubic opinion regarding protest
policing. In an important exception, Davenport,
McDermott, and Armstrong (2018) argue that the
identities of protesters, police, and the public matter
in shaping attitudes toward confrontations between
dissidents and the state. Drawing on a survey experi-
ment that manipulates the identities of protesters and
police officers, they find that whites are less likely than
Blacks to blame police for a confrontation with pro-
testers when the police are white and the protesters are
Black. All of these findings suggest that observers will
be more supportive of policing of peaceful minority
protesters, generating the following hypothesis:

H2: Nonviolent protests by members of minority ethnic
groups are perceived as requiring more police action
than identical protests by members of majority ethnic
groups.

RESEARCH DESIGN

To test our hypotheses, we conducted two studies using
online survey experiments in the United States and
Israel. Study 1 was administered in the US in three
waves between November 2018 and January 2019 on a
sample of 2,269 respondents. The Israeli survey was
conducted in two waves between February and March
2019 on a sample of 3,063 respondents. Study 2 was
administered in June 2020 to a sample of 3,013 respond-
ents in the US and 3,465 respondents in Israel.5 The
timing of the study allowed us to leverage what would
become the largest wave of protests inUS history to test
our hypotheses at a dramatic historical moment.6 Since
public support for the protests was relatively high, it
presents a hard case for our argument on racial stereo-
typing of peaceful protest.7

4 Negative stereotypes can also serve political elites, who can use
racially or ethnically coded “tough” policy positions to increase their
support among those who hold racial and ethnic prejudices, in turn
legitimizing and extending such prejudices (Lerman and Weaver
2014).

5 For details on survey companies, sampling techniques, and descrip-
tive statistics of the samples, see Section 3 of the SI.
6 Larry Buchanan, Quoctrung Bui, and Jugal Patel. “Black Lives
Matter May Be the Largest Movement in U.S. History.” New York
Times, July 3, 2020.
7 The Pew Research Center reported that two thirds of US adults
expressed support for the movement, see Kim Parker, Juliana
Menasce Horowitz, and Monica Anderson, “Amid Protests, Major-
ities Across Racial and Ethnic Groups Express Support for the Black
Lives Matter Movement.” Notably, support for the protests
depended to an extent on how they were framed: researchers found
a majority of respondents supported the protests when framed
around Black Lives Matter or against police brutality but not when
framed around defunding the police, see Kyle Peyton, Paige Vaughn,
and Gregory Huber, “Americans Don’t Support the Idea of Defund-
ing the Police.” Monkey Cage. Washington Post.
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We fielded the survey in two countries to increase the
external validity of our study and ensure our findings
are not artifacts of a particular case. We chose the US
and Israel because both have recently witnessed non-
violent campaigns with varying levels of success by
different ethnic groups with diverse histories of mar-
ginalization. In the US, the Black Lives Matter move-
ment has organized protests since 2013 to protest police
violence and racial injustice more broadly (Williamson,
Trump, and Einstein 2018). Though a salient case—
most of the literature on negative stereotyping and
punitive attitudes has focused on African Americans
—it is arguably also a unique one given the legacy of
racial oppression in America. The argument that we
make is general and should thus apply to any context in
which minority groups are negatively stereotyped as
threatening.
Therefore, we also examine two minority groups in

Israel: Israeli Arabs and Jewish Israelis of Ethiopian
origin. The relationship of the two groups to the white
Jewish majority differs considerably. The Arab minor-
ity is mostly Palestinian and, therefore, though holding
Israeli citizenship, also relates to the Jewish majority
through the lens of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. In
contrast, the Ethiopian minority is Jewish and immi-
grated to Israel with substantial government invest-
ment and support. Nevertheless, both groups have
been involved in longstanding nonviolent resistance
campaigns. Arab Israelis have organized to protest
discrimination by the Israeli government, especially
related to land expropriation and house demolitions.8
Ethiopian Israelis have mobilized against police vio-
lence and discrimination.9 Given the many differences
between these three groups, consistent findings across
all cases would strengthen the generalizability of our
experimental findings.

STUDY 1: ETHNIC GROUP IDENTITY AND
PROTEST TACTIC

Experimental Design

We presented respondents with simulated news art-
icles, based on real articles, describing nonviolent activ-
ism. In the articles, we randomly varied the identity of
the protesters between dominant and disadvantaged
groups as well as the tactics employed in the campaign.
In the US survey, protester identity included two con-
ditions: white (majority) and Black (minority); in the
Israeli survey there were three conditions: white Jews
(majority), Ethiopian Jews (minority), and Israeli

Arabs (minority). In both surveys, the tactics arm
consisted of three levels that varied from least to most
intense: marching in streets, shutting down traffic, and
destroying property.10 This generated a 2 � 3 factorial
design for theAmerican survey and 3� 3 design for the
Israeli survey. Balance tests, reported in Section 3.4 of
the SI, indicate that demographic covariates are bal-
anced across conditions.

In the US survey the vignette signaled racial identity
by using distinctive names11 as well as a photo of a
protesting crowd.12 In the Israeli survey, reflecting
news coverage of actual protests, the group’s identity
is noted in the article title. We manipulate tactic
because nonviolent resistance can refer to a wide rep-
ertoire of behaviors, some of which may be considered
nonviolent by those who campaign and violent by
audiences (Chenoweth 2019). Figure 2 shows an
example of a vignette from theAmerican survey, where
the identity condition was Black protesters and the
tactic was shutting down traffic.13

We then asked questions relating to our two out-
comes: perceptions of protester violence and percep-
tions of the extent to which police action is required.
Wemeasure perceptions of protester violence with two
indicators. First, we ask respondents to indicate, on a
scale of 0–10, where 0 is completely nonviolent and 10 is
extremely violent, how violent they would say the
protest was. Second, after asking all our outcomemeas-
ure questions, we provided respondents with a list of
tactics and asked them to check all the tactics that were
used by the protesters.14 The advantage of this measure

8 See e.g., Jack Khoury and Noa Shpigel, “Ten Israeli Arabs
Wounded inClashes with Police duringHouseDemolition,”Haaretz,
July 24, 2019, and Hassan Shaalan, “Arab Sector Launches General
Strike over Home Demolitions,” ynet, November 1, 2017.
9 On themost recent wave of protests, sparked due to the killing of an
Ethiopian youth by an off-duty officer, see e.g., Noga Tarnopolsky,
“Ethiopian Israelis Protest afterOfficer in Shooting ofUnarmedMan
is Released and Faces Lesser Charge,” Los Angeles Times, July
15, 2019.

10 Tactics were chosen to represent common protest activities with
escalating levels of intensity. Whether our findings extend to other
contentious actions such as sit-ins or hunger strikes is an open
question.
11 Though this is a common method of signaling race in empirical
studies (Butler and Homola 2017), some argue that it is problematic
because it can conflate racial identity with other factors such as
socioeconomic status (see discussion in Gaddis 2017; Sen andWasow
2016). To address this issue, we drew on Gaddis (2017) to select
names—Charlie and Tyrone—that differ empirically in their associ-
ationwith race but do not differ as starkly as other pairs of nameswith
respect to SES. In the Israeli case, where no similar source exists, we
simply chose common names across all groups.
12 We note that the names in the vignette are men’s names, and the
photos include mostly men (the share of women is held constant
across treatment images within each experiment—around 7% in the
US survey and 13% in the Israel survey—see Table A12 in the SI.)
Given that racial/ethnic stereotypes associating minoritized groups
with violence or criminality are gendered, with men stereotyped as
aggressive and threatening (Chavez andWingfield 2018; Gilliam and
Iyengar 2000), this might have implications for the interpretation of
our findings, potentially compounding perceptions of protester vio-
lence. Varying not only ethnicity but also gender in the photos might
have affected audience perceptions in different ways, though the
direction and magnitude of these effects are an open empirical
question. Such an intersectional approach, which highlights the
importance of gendered constructions of violence for understanding
racial and ethnic biases (Peterson 2007), is an important avenue for
future research.
13 Full wordings for all experimental conditions are reported in
Section 3.2 of the SI.
14 Our measure of recalling violence is coded 1 when respondents
recalled any or all of the following tactics, damaging police cars,
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is that it allows us to indirectly probewhether audiences
actually remember minority protesters as more violent
than their majority counterparts. To measure percep-
tions of whether police involvement is required, we ask
respondents to indicate, on a scale of 0–10, to what
extent they believe police action is required to address
this protest.

Study 1 Results

Table 1 reports the main effects of our two treatments,
ethnic identity and tactic, on each of our dependent
variables.15 The base categories in all regressions are
whites (ethnic identity) marching in the street (tactic).
Thus the “intercept” row in each panel reports the
baseline level of each condition. Unsurprisingly, the
main effects of tactic are substantial and significant: as
tactics become more violent, perceptions and recollec-
tions of violence increase as well as belief that police
action is required. More importantly for our purposes,
though, we find a positive and significantmain effect for
minority identity.
Panel (A) presents the results for the US sample.We

find that, on average, Black protesters significantly
increase the degree to which nonviolent protests are
perceived as violent. Moving from the baseline condi-
tion, which reflects white protesters marching in the

streets, to Black protesters marching in the streets,
increases perceptions that protests are violent by
8.5% (0.235/2.774 = 8.5%). We find even stronger
results for our violence recollection measure, with
Black protesters marching in the streets recalled as
being significantly more violent than whites engaging
in the same activity, a 75% change (0.039/0.052= 75%).
Column (3) shows that respondents are also signifi-
cantly more likely to believe that police action is
required against nonviolent Black protesters.

Panel (B) reports results for the Israeli sample. We
find patterns similar to those in the US sample,
whereby minority protesters significantly increase per-
ception and recollection of the protests as violent.
When compared with white protesters marching in
the streets, Ethiopian and Arab protesters engaging in
the same activity are seen as 11% and 16% more
violent and are 93% and 52% more likely to be
recalled as violent, respectively. As in the US sample,
public support for police action against the protesters
is significantly higher when protesters are Arab, an
increase of 21%. For Ethiopian protesters, the effect
is in the expected direction but is not statistically
significant.

Though the patterns in both samples are generally
similar, the size of the effects differs across minority
groups. In Israel, Arab protesters exercise a larger
effect on perceptions of violence and, especially, on
belief in the necessity of police action, than Ethiopian
protesters. This is not surprising, as we would expect
effect sizes to vary depending on stereotype content
and the particular configuration of exclusion experi-
enced by different groups.

FIGURE 2. Example of a News Article Vignette

looting local stores, or throwing rocks at the police, and 0 if they
recalled protesters marching in the streets and/or blocking traffic.
15 Adding pretreatment covariates to our model does not affect the
results; see Section 3.5 of the SI.
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In order to evaluate whether the tactics employed by
protesters affect how identities shape public percep-
tions, we next examine the interaction of ethnic identity
and tactic. Figure 3 reports the conditional effects of
ethnic identity and tactic on perceptions of violence,
where the baseline is the dominant group in each
country. The overall pattern that emerges is that ethnic
identity exercises a greater effect as the tactic becomes
less violent. Beginning with the US sample (top panel),
we find that when protesters are destroying police cars
there are differences neither in the levels of violence
attributed to Black and white protesters nor in the
degree to which they require police action. Rather,
identity exercises the strongest effect when the protest
is peaceful. We do not find significant effects of identity
on recalling violence in the US sample.
We find even stronger effects of ethnicity in the

Israeli sample. Both Ethiopian and Arab Israelis are
perceived asmore violent, recalled asmore violent, and
believed to require more police attention than the
white Jewish majority when protesting peacefully.
The effects are strongest for the least disruptive tactic
—marching in the streets—and just slightly smaller for
shutting down traffic. The effects diverge somewhat for
the more violent protests—destroying property. For
Arab protesters, the pattern is similar to African
Americans in the US—ethnic identity has no influence

on perceptions of more violent protests. For Ethiopian
Israelis, we find that protesters who destroy property
are perceived as less violent and requiring less police
action than white protesters. We delve deeper into this
finding when we use open text responses to gain insight
into the mechanisms driving these effects.

The results presented thus far report findings for the
pooled sample. However, it is likely that the effects of
ethnicity of the protesters vary based on the ethnic
identity of respondents. Focusing on the nonviolent
“march in streets” condition, Figure 4 shows the het-
erogeneity in perceptions of nonviolent protests by
minority andmajority groups.16We find a clear pattern,
where protester ethnicity exercises significant influence
on the perceptions of respondents from majority
groups but not from minority groups.17

TABLE 1. Group Identity and Protest Tactic

Perceived degree of violence Recall violence Police action required

(A) US Sample

Black protesters 0.235** 0.039** 0.268**
(0.117) (0.018) (0.127)

Shut down traffic 0.271* 0.017 0.429***
(0.143) (0.022) (0.155)

Destroy police cars 3.382*** 0.644*** 2.971***
(0.143) (0.022) (0.155)

Intercept: white protesters, march in streets 2.774*** 0.052*** 3.837***
(0.117) (0.018) (0.127)

R2 0.235 0.322 0.160

Observations 2,269 2,269 2,269

(B) Israel Sample

Ethiopian protesters 0.425*** 0.085*** 0.181
(0.107) (0.023) (0.118)

Arab protesters 0.623*** 0.047** 0.964***
(0.108) (0.023) (0.119)

Shut down traffic 0.254** −0.032 0.394***
(0.108) (0.023) (0.120)

Destroy garbage cans 2.538*** 0.414*** 2.150***
(0.107) (0.023) (0.118)

Intercept: white protesters, march in streets 3.915*** 0.091*** 4.679***
(0.099) (0.021) (0.110)

R2 0.192 0.137 0.130

Observations 3,063 3,063 3,063

Note: OLS regressions of the dependent variables reported in the columns on protesters’ ethnic identity and tactic. *p < 0.10, **p < 0.05,
***p < 0.01.

16 We compare Jewish and Arab respondents in the Israeli sample
but were unable to sample sufficient numbers of Ethiopian respond-
ents due to coverage limitations of local survey companies. Ethiopian
citizens comprise less than 2% of the Israeli population.
17 Given our theoretical question, we focus on aggregate public
opinion here and analyze subgroup dynamics further in separate
research. On mobilization dynamics among African Americans for
the Black Lives Matter movement depending on messaging frames
see Bonilla and Tillery (2020).
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STUDY 2: ETHNIC GROUP IDENTITY, GROUP
GOALS, AND COMMITMENT TO
NONVIOLENCE

Study 2 was designed to complement Study 1 by
addressing two questions raised by the experiment.
One potential concern is that because the vignette in
Study 1 did not specify what the protest was about, our
findings may be driven not by the identity of the pro-
testers but by the protest’s goal.
While analytically distinct, in practice this is some-

what of a false dichotomy. Though as individuals,
minority group members are likely to hold grievances
on a variety of issues, some of which doubtless overlap
with grievances held by majority group members,
when ethnic groups mobilize as a group, it is often
around group-based issues. For example, in the
merged NAVCO and EPR dataset (see footnote 1),
excluded ethnic groups are seven times more likely to
protest against occupation and for greater autonomy
than dominant groups.18 Thus, it is often difficult to

separate the identity-based goal of the protest from
the identity of the protesters. Nevertheless, from an
empirical standpoint, we take a “bundle of sticks”
approach to ethnic identity (Sen and Wasow 2016)
and disaggregate it into two components for the pur-
poses of experimental testing: group identity and
group goals.

Ordinarily, it would be difficult to design an experi-
ment examining whether majorities and minorities are
perceived differently when protesting for minority-
group goals because majority group members don’t
often mobilize as a group aroundminority issues. How-
ever, this changed dramatically in the US in June 2020,
when Black and white protesters mobilized, both sep-
arately and together, to protest police brutality and
racial discrimination. We were thus able to examine
this question directly.

A second question we investigate in Study 2 is
whether protesters can shape public opinion by empha-
sizing their commitment to nonviolence.Our vignette in
Study 1 described nonviolent tactics but did not expli-
citly note whether protesters claimed they were peace-
ful. If signaling commitment to nonviolence can reduce
negative stereotypes of ethnic minority protesters, this
offers both an avenue for change and can explain why

FIGURE 3. Conditional Effects of Ethnic Identity and Tactic (Baseline: White Majority Group)
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18 The proportion of times campaigns for “antioccupation” and
“greater autonomy” were initiated is 0.29 for excluded groups and
0.03 for included groups.
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some minority groups have historically taken great
efforts to highlight their commitment to nonviolence.

Experimental Design

As in Study 1, we present respondents with simulated
news articles. Respondents read a description of a
protest in which we randomly varied the identity of
the protesters, the protest goal, and whether protesters
explicitly stated their commitment to nonviolence. As
previously, in the US survey, protester identity was
randomly assigned as white (majority) or Black (minor-
ity), and in the Israeli survey it was randomly assigned
as white Jews (majority), Ethiopian Jews (minority),
and Israeli Arabs (minority). Protest goal was ran-
domly assigned as either general (protesting layoffs)
or group-based (protesting racial prejudice and police
brutality). Commitment was randomly assigned as
either no explicit commitment or explicit commitment
to nonviolent resistance.
In the US survey, as explained previously, we were

able to leverage actual protest events so that both
white and Black protesters could be depicted protest-
ing general and group-based goals. In Israel (as would
typically be the case elsewhere), we did not include a

condition where white Israeli Jews protested, on their
own, for Ethiopian or Arab minority goals, as that
would not be a realistic scenario. Consequently, our
US survey was a 2� 2� 2 factorial design, whereas the
Israeli survey was a 3� 2� 2 factorial design with two
conditions omitted (white Jews protesting for minority
group-based goals with commitment, white Jews pro-
testing for minority group-based goals without com-
mitment), for a total of 10 experimental conditions.
Balance tests, reported in Section 3.4 of the SI, indi-
cate that demographic covariates are balanced across
conditions.

The vignettes were very similar to those used in
Study 1, and they were accompanied by the same
photos. Figure 5 shows an example of a vignette from
the American survey in Study 2, where the identity
condition was Black protesters, the goal was group-
based, and protesters did not explicitly state their com-
mitment to nonviolence.19 All outcome measures are
identical to Study 1.

FIGURE 4. Perceptions of Nonviolent Protests by Respondent Subgroup
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19 Full wordings for all experimental conditions are reported in
Section 3.3 of the SI.
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Study 2 Results

Table 2 reports the main effects of ethnic identity,
protest goal, and protester commitment.20 The base
categories in all regressions are whites (ethnic identity)
protesting layoffs (goal) without explicit commitment
to nonviolence. Notably, we replicate our finding from

Study 1, finding an identical pattern: ethnic minorities
protesting nonviolently are seen as significantly more
violent and requiring more police action than major-
ities engaged in the same activity. In theUS, the change
amounts to about 10% increase in the perceptions of
Black protesters as violent, and in Israel the increase
reflects a 17–28% change.

Moving to the effect of group goals, we find that
protests about racial prejudice and police brutality are
viewed as significantly more violent, recalled as more

FIGURE 5. Example of a News Article Vignette, Study 2

TABLE 2. Group Identity, Protest Goal, and Commitment to Nonviolence

Perceived degree of
violence

Recall
violence

Police action
required

(A) US Sample

Black protesters 0.347*** 0.044 0.429***
(0.115) (0.028) (0.114)

Minority group goal 0.628*** 0.168*** 0.547***
(0.115) (0.028) (0.114)

Commitment to nonviolence −0.243** −0.021 −0.212*
(0.115) (0.027) (0.114)

Intercept: white protesters, generic goal, no
commitment

3.326*** 0.310*** 4.130***
(0.114) (0.027) (0.113)

R2 0.015 0.013 0.014

Observations 3,013 3,013 3,008

(B) Israel Sample

Ethiopian protesters 0.950*** 0.285*** 0.732***
(0.139) (0.028) (0.144)

Arab protesters 0.587*** 0.062** 0.802***
(0.139) (0.028) (0.144)

Minority group goal 0.628*** 0.119*** 0.574***
(0.109) (0.022) (0.112)

Commitment to nonviolence −0.309*** 0.004 −0.151
(0.096) (0.020) (0.099)

Intercept: white protesters, generic goal, no
commitment

3.422*** 0.053** 3.914***
(0.113) (0.023) (0.117)

R2 0.040 0.064 0.030

Observations 3,465 3,465 3,465

Note: OLS regressions of the dependent variables reported in the columns on protesters’ ethnic identity, protest goal, and protester
commitment to nonviolence. *p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.

20 Adding pretreatment covariates does not affect the results; see
Section 3.5 of the SI.
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violent, and seen as requiring more police action than
non-group-based protests about layoffs. In other
words, both minority identity and minority issues are
perceived as more violent and requiring more policing.
The magnitude of the effect of group goal is almost
identical in both the US and Israel, reflecting an 18%
change. We also find that on average, commitment to
nonviolence decreases perceptions of violence in both
samples, but the effect is weaker and not statistically
significant for some of the outcomes.
To assess how ethnic identity shapes perceptions

while holding the goals of the protest constant, we
examine the interaction of ethnic identity and goal.
Focusing on the US, Figure 6 reports the effects of
protesting for racial justice by ethnicity for each of our
outcomes. We find that protesting for minority group
issues does not significantly affect how white protesters
are perceived: they are perceived neither as more
violent nor as requiring more policing when protesting
for racial justice. Black protesters, in contrast, are
perceived as significantly more violent and requiring
more policing when protesting nonviolently for the
very same goals. This finding provides strong support
for our argument, even in a context where majority-
group members mobilized in large numbers to support
Black Lives Matter.21

Next, we turn to the interaction between ethnic
identity and commitment to nonviolence in order to
examine whether explicitly emphasizing commitment
to peaceful change has different effects for minority
and majority group protesters. Figure 7 shows that
signaling commitment is indeed an effective tool for
white protesters (as well as for Arab protesters in
Israel), significantly reducing the degree to which they
are perceived as violent. However, for Black protesters
in the US and Ethiopian protesters in Israel, this sig-
naling effect, though in the expected direction, is not
statistically significant. The results thus indicate that
emphasizing the peacefulness of protests is of limited
utility for at least some stereotyped groups. The effect
of commitment to nonviolence on our other outcomes,
recalling violence and the need for policing, does not
follow a clear pattern and is reported in Section 3.5 of
the SI.

Mechanisms

The evidence presented in the previous sections sup-
ports both of our hypotheses, showing that, in general,
minority groups are perceived as more violent and
recalled as more violent than majority groups and are
believed to require more policing. In this section, we
illuminate the mechanisms underlying these effects by
analyzing responses to an open-ended survey question.
In both studies, we asked respondents whether they
approve or disapprove of the way the protesters
expressed their concerns. Consistent with our theory,

FIGURE 6. Effects of Protesting for Racial Justice by Ethnic Identity

Police action
required

Recall
violence

Perceived degree
of violence

−0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

Coefficient Estimate (Std. Dev. Units)

White protesters Black protesters

21 As noted above, we could not conduct this comparison in the
Israeli sample. We do, however, examine how minorities are per-
ceived when protesting layoffs. We find that even when protesting
non-group-based goals, Ethiopian Jews and Arab Israelis are per-
ceived as more violent and as requiring more policing than white,
Jewish Israelis (Table A18 in the SI). We find a similar pattern in the
NAVCO/EPR data (footnote 1). For all types of campaign goals,

disadvantaged ethnic groups have lower rates of success than dom-
inant groups (see Figure A2 in the SI).
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we find that approval of nonviolent protests is higher
for white protesters than Black protesters in the United
States (59% vs. 55%) and higher for white protesters
(87%) than Ethiopian or Arab protesters in Israel
(83% and 48%, respectively). Next, we asked respond-
ents to explain their response, in a sentence or two.
Focusing on reactions to nonviolent protest, we

pool the open-ended responses in the two studies,
using them as an indirect way to test our proposed
mechanism that negative stereotyping drives attitudes
toward minority nonviolent protesters. First, we illus-
trate via several qualitative examples the kinds of
descriptions respondents used to explain their atti-
tudes toward nonviolent protests by minorities.
Table 3 shows that across all groups, respondents
viewed nonviolent protests by minorities as violent,
even though the vignette showed only nonviolent
tactics. Respondents frequently justified their lack of
support with statements such as “these were violent
protests, and I do not support violence.” While some
respondents acknowledged that the vignette that they
read described a nonviolent protest, they nonetheless
argued that minority protests tend to turn violent, as
can be seen, for example, in a description of nonvio-
lent protests by Arab Israelis, “Unfortunately, protests
by the Arab population tend to escalate into violence
and property damage,” or in the description of non-
violent protests by Black Americans, “These things
always start with good intent and end in violence and
people getting hurt.”
Examining the open-ended responses also sheds

light on the unique way Israeli respondents viewed
Ethiopian protesters in Study 1. On the one hand,many
respondents acknowledged that there is widespread
discrimination against Ethiopians in Israel, which

merits protest. On the other hand, many also said that
the protests shown to them in the vignette were violent
and therefore not justified. In other words, even though
the cause of Ethiopian protesters seemed legitimate in
the eyes of many Israeli respondents, they nonetheless
viewed Ethiopian protesters as more violent than
whites.

To systematically examine differences in reactions to
nonviolent protests by minority and majority groups,
we analyze the text of the open-ended responses with a
structural topic model (STM). An STM is a model that
inductively discovers themes in a corpus of text by
drawing on document structure and word frequencies.
Unlike many other topic models, the STM allows
incorporating document-level metadata, such as
whether the respondent was exposed to minority or
majority protesters, as a covariate in the model (Blei,
Ng, and Jordan 2003; Lucas et al. 2015; Roberts et al.
2014). This is useful here, as it allows us to statistically
test whether descriptions of nonviolent protests signifi-
cantly differ by protester ethnicity. We estimate STMs
with 10 topics to examine the relationship between
document metadata—namely, the identity of the pro-
testers in the vignette—and topic prevalence.

Figure 8 shows results for the US sample. The coef-
ficients reflect the change in the proportion of a topic
whenmoving fromwhite protesters to Black protesters.
Positive values mean that a topic was used more fre-
quently in descriptions of Black nonviolent protesters,
while negative coefficients mean that the topic was
more prevalent in descriptions of white nonviolent
protesters. Thewords next to each coefficient represent
the top words associated with each topic. We find that
while descriptions of white nonviolent protesters fre-
quently include words such as “express,” “peacefully,”

FIGURE 7. Effects of Commitment to Nonviolence by Ethnic Identity

Perception of Arabs
(Israel)

Perception of Ethiopians
(Israel)

Perception of Blacks
(United States)

−0.3 −0.2 −0.1 0.0 0.1
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and “nonviolent,” descriptions of Black protesters
engaging in the same activity include words such as
“riot,” “violence,” and “destruction.” In terms of sub-
stantive significance, the coefficients in the figure
reflect a change of about 10% from the baseline pro-
portion of these topics in the corpus, which is about 0.1
(0.01/0.1= 10%).
We further find that Black protesters are described

with words relating to large crowds (“group,” “crowd,”
“large”), which in some responses reflected a view
associating large crowds with danger. For example,
one respondent explained their disapproval of Black
nonviolent protests by saying, “I believe when protests
of this size materialize trouble happens!”This highlights
an important caveat to arguments about nonviolent
resistance emphasizing protest size as a determinant
of success. It suggests that, in a climate of pervasive
negative racial and ethnic stereotypes, large campaign
size can actually compound the sense of threat felt by
observers, compromising the mobilizing power of non-
violence for ethnic minorities.
We find a similar pattern in Figure 9, which shows the

differences in respondents’ descriptions of nonviolent
protests by white Jewish and Arab protesters in Israel.
The figure shows that descriptions of nonviolent pro-
tests by the Jewish majority use words such as
“legitimate,” “sympathize,” and “justified,” whereas
nonviolent protests by the Arab minority are described
with words related to violence. The baseline proportion
of the topics in the Israeli sample is about 0.1, which

means that the coefficients presented in Figure 9 reflect
a 10–40% change from the baseline (0.04/0.1= 40%).
This is a larger effect than we find in the US sample.

When examining descriptions of Ethiopian pro-
testers in Israel (Figure 10), we find that the topics most
distinctively associated with Ethiopian protesters relate
to racism and discrimination. Like other minority
groups, we find that topics associated with violence
are more likely to appear in descriptions of Ethiopian
protests, but their prevalence is lower than the content
referring to discrimination. This pattern is consistent
with our earlier finding that Israelis are less likely to
support police action against violent Ethiopian pro-
testers than for whites (see Figure 3). This finding
points to the importance of variation in stereotype
content. As noted earlier, although we expect many
ethnic minorities to be stereotyped as more violent or
threatening, stereotype content nevertheless varies
across groups, with some groups perceived more nega-
tively along more dimensions than others.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A growing empirical literature finds that nonviolent
resistance campaigns are far more successful in achiev-
ing their goals than violent campaigns because of their
mobilizing advantage. We have argued that this overall
trend, while important, obscures the central role of
ethnic identity in shaping campaign perceptions and

TABLE 3. Descriptions of Minority Protesters Marching in the Streets

(A) United States (Minority: Black Americans)

“They are violent.”
“There are other, better ways to protest that aren’t violent.”
“These things always start with good intent and end in violence and people getting hurt.”
“They are NEVER 100% peaceful. There is always some trouble.”
“I believe when protests of this size materialize trouble happens!”
“Being violent isn’t the answer.”

(B) Israel (Minority: Arab Israelis)*

“They are terrorists.”
“It is a democratic country and it is their right to protest, even if their opinion is opposed tomine. Yet unfortunately, protests by
the Arab population tend to escalate into violence and property damage.”

“Frommy recollection, this was a violent protest with Palestine flags, which makes me feel threatened living in my country.”
“Minorities are usually intolerant and violent; in my opinion, everything they do is expressed violently.”
“Arab citizens of Israel receive the same rights of expression as any other citizen in the country, and even more rights than
they deserve.”

“This was extreme based on the fact that they have equal rights and the protest was violent.”

(C) Israel (Minority: Ethiopian Israelis)*

“Their complaints are legitimate but the protest was violent.”
“I believe their voices need to be heard, but I do not believe that violence is the way.”
“There is serious discrimination against Ethiopians in Israel, and there is a need for their voice to be heard and take steps to
increase equality.”

“I do not believe in protests and worry that Ethiopians are very violent.”
“They have a tendency to become violent fast.”
“They lose the public’s support when they are violent.”

Note: *Translated from Hebrew to English by the authors.
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outcomes. Drawing on the same data used to demon-
strate the effectiveness of nonviolence, we show that
nonviolent campaign success is significantly moderated
by ethnic identity such that campaign strategy (violent
or nonviolent) has little influence on the success of
minority groups. Between 1946 and 2006, only one in
five nonviolent campaigns by ethnic minority groups
resulted in success, compared with one in two nonvio-
lent campaigns by majority groups.22
We theorize that the lower success rate of nonviolent

resistance by ethnic minorities is due to the prevalence
of negative stereotypes that associate many minority
groups with violence and hostility and lead to support
for more punitive policies that are far more likely to
target minorities. Evidence from a diversity of contexts
supports our argument. African Americans, Arab
Israelis, and Ethiopian Israelis, though experiencing
different configurations of exclusion, are all perceived
by the general public as more violent than the majority
group when engaging in nonviolent resistance, and as
requiring more policing. This is true even when major-
ities and minorities mobilize around minority group-
based issues, as evidenced by our data from the June

2020 Black Lives Matter protests. Tellingly, across
countries and survey waves, respondents associate non-
violent protests by majorities with words relating to
peace, nonviolence, and free expression while gener-
ally associating nonviolent protests by minority ethnic
groups with words relating to violence, destruction, or
threat. Moreover, the prevalence of words relating to
protest size when describing minority protests suggests
that mass participation, which scholars consider a key
asset for nonviolent protesters, can become a liability
for minority protesters if it activates negative ethnic
stereoptypes of threat.

The results also show that ethnic identity exercises
little influence on perceptions of violent protests, but
rather it becomes more influential as resistance tactics
become less violent. Put differently, our study suggests
that minority groups pay a “public opinion tax” when
turning to nonviolent resistance, which can offset some
of the benefits that have been associated with it in the
literature. Specifically, it is likely to hinder the ability of
ethnic minority groups to successfully achieve their
political goals, consistent with what we find in the
observational data. Expressing commitment to nonvio-
lence does not appear to provide a significant benefit to
minority groups, and if anything, it seems to serve
dominant majorities better.

FIGURE 8. Topic Prevalence by Group Identity, US Sample

express, peacefulli, concern, chang, opinion

peopl, becaus, heard, voic, black

protest, right, nonviol, assembl, respect

peac, feel, speech, everyon, demonstr

thei, want, didnt, organ, issu

violent, polic, onli, racism, everi

caus, believ, american, disapprov, troubl

group, crowd, larg, differ, situat

riot, wrong, noth, done, someth, messag

violenc, loot, destroi, properti, destruct

−0.02 −0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02

White protesters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Black protesters

22 See Table A2 in the SI.
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Our experimental study examines three groups in
two empirical contexts, raising natural questions about
scope conditions and generalizability. The US and
Israel are both countries in which societies are highly
stratified ethnically. They are also settings in which
public opinion can matter a great deal in shaping
government policy. Nevertheless, we do not view our
results as limited to these settings. Democratic coun-
tries are not unique as settings for nonviolent resistance
campaigns.23 Negative racial and ethnic stereotypes are
prevalent worldwide; we thus expect their effects to
contribute to perceptions of resistance movements in
many places.24 Our expectation is supported by our
observational results, which indicate that nonviolent

tactics do not contribute to minority campaign success
globally. These results join recent work by Pischedda
(2020) and Thurber (2018), who also rely on cross-
national data to show how ethnic identity dramatically
affects campaign outcomes and onset.

In addition, our focus on public opinion in general
may obscure variation across various subgroups of the
population. We have already shown, for example, that
ethnic identity of the respondent matters, mitigating
(though not necessarily reversing) the effects of pro-
tester identity on perceptions. Other factors, such as the
gender, age, and political ideology of respondents, may
also condition their reactions. Another open question is
the extent to which our findings might extend to other
identity-based mobilizations such as gender, sexuality,
or class. While we leave questions about the role of
other identities, both separately and as they interact
with race and ethnicity, for future research, the key
implication of our findings is that violence is not a
simple, objective category but rather is often subject-
ively shaped through biased human perceptions (Hipp
2010; Sampson and Raudenbush 2004).

Our findings should not be interpreted as a critique
of nonviolent resistance, nor do they imply that violent
tactics are more effective in achieving political change.
On the contrary, the vast majority (93%) of violent

FIGURE 9. Topic Prevalence by Group Identity, Israel Sample, Arab Minority

difficult, situation, understand, pain

justified, right, protest

legitimate, support, sympathize, voice

violent, protest, israel

information, details, reason

violent, protest, against

democracy, protest, rights

social, justice, protest

violence, arab, community, minority

violent, express, equal, demands

−0.06 −0.03 0.00 0.03 0.06

Israeli white protesters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Israeli Arab protesters

23 43% of the countries in NAVCO 2.0 have a Polity IV score
exceeding 5, the conventional definition for democracy in the Polity
IV project.
24 For example, the 2014 European Social Survey, which ran in
30 European countries, included a question about the association
between immigrants and crime. Respondents were asked to rank, on
a scale of 0 to 10, whether immigrants make crime better (0) or worse
(10). The average response to this question, 6.26, indicates a wide-
spread perception linking immigrants to crime. Data source:
European Social Survey Round 7 (2014). For ease of interpretation,
this variable was reverse-coded.
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campaigns initiated by minority groups end in failure.25
Beyond the moral and philosophical justifications for
nonviolence (see Howes 2013; Nepstad 2015, for dis-
cussion), nonviolent campaigns by minorities have in
some instances led to remarkable achievements. In
particular, a number of recent studies in American
politics have documented the successes of the Civil
Rights Movement (Wasow 2020) and of Black Lives
Matter (Mazumder 2019) in influencing public opinion.
This raises an important question for future research:

under what conditions does success becomemore likely
even in the presence of prevalent negative stereotypes?
For one thing, public opinion is not the only channel
through which movements can achieve substantial
gains. In the US context, scholars such as Gause
(2020) and Gillion (2013) have shown that minority
mobilization can shape elite politics directly. But even
when focusing on public opinion, there may be add-
itional factors that intervene to affect public percep-
tions of ethnic minority protests. We offer three
preliminary thoughts here based on prior work as well
as on our own analysis. The first of these is the response
of the state. In an important recent study about the

success of the American civil rights movement, Wasow
(2020) argues that when nonviolent dissenters are vio-
lently repressed, they are more likely to attract positive
mainstream media coverage and ultimately to tilt pub-
lic opinion and policy making in their favor. The role of
repression and how it interacts with the role of ethnicity
merits further investigation in additional contexts. A
second, related factor is the role of media framing, and
particularly of sympathetic media coverage, which can
independently shape elite and mass attitudes (Arora,
Phoenix, and Delshad 2019; Edwards and Arnon 2021;
Wasow 2020).26

An additional avenue for further research is whether
ethnic coalitions, or allies from dominant/majority
groups, can shift public perceptions. Given that dom-
inant group members are perceived more favorably
even when protesting for minority issues, their greater
participation might contribute to increased effective-
ness of such campaigns. However, the experiences of
activists and studies of social movements suggest that
such involvement can be fraught, causing tensions

FIGURE 10. Topic Prevalence by Group Identity, Israel Sample, Ethiopian Minority

economic, crisis, unemployment, justified

support, people, understand

voice, protest, express

judge, physical, right, treatment

ethiopian, community, racism

protest, right, democracy, ethiopians

violence, express, furious

racism, violence, protest

discrimination, justice, understand, frustration

equal, rights, treatment, deserve

−0.050 −0.025 0.000 0.025 0.050

Israeli white protesters . . . . . . . . . . . . . Israeli Ethiopian protesters

25 Table A2 in the SI.

26 In our own study, we found no differences between respondents
based on their self-reported level of media usage, see Figure A12 in
the SI.
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within the movement (see Oliver 2017 for a review).
The conditions under which members of different
groups can effectively mobilize together are a fruitful
avenue for future research.
Minority groups engaged in campaigns for social and

political change are often urged to adopt nonviolent
tactics or chided for not doing so. Our study shows that
such tactics, even when adopted, are often perceived as
more violent than they are and as requiring more
repression by the state. From a policy perspective,
our findings thus suggest a shift in focus from the
activists to the broader public, underscoring the import-
ance of greater awareness of when nonviolent resist-
ance is interpreted as violent activity and of the implicit
and explicit biases that shape these interpretations.
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